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Allowing assisted suicide is in the longer term allowing cuts on end of day care programs, palliative care funding and care altogether since a quicker, cheaper and all the more efficient 'option' is available to who may be entitled to choose for oneself or someone else-as it will be provided for in time for patient in vegetative state, demented or else impaired in their faculty to 'choose' death over survival however maimed that survival may prove to be.

Any advantage 'assisted suicide' would indeed present is dwarfed before the very danger it proposes itself to introduce society to. And proposing death to children? Death as a medicine for the weary, the sick, the poor-maybe in time-, the fallen-wait for it as an 'alternative route' to death penalty re-introducing proposals, the very ill indeed who wants death over life for oneself...and a few others in passing. A sort of soft terrorism, an ultimate form of abuse...in the name of love, goodness, freedom and what else, proposed by some who have given up the actual fight for love, goodness, freedom, science, social progress and everything that has kept a lot of good people going for centuries in these parts of the world we were, until some time, so fortunate to be living in...before we were 'proposed' one more time to be leaving it for our best interest.

I could go on but whoever is to decide knows to well the points I have brought to their attention...They just have decided otherwise and no amount of detailing will change it. They have seen the light we don't.

However....
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